Great Expectations
Journal Questions – Ch. 1-10
Remember to add this assignment to your Table of Contents. Title your new entry, number each question, copy
down and underline only the underlined portion of each question, highlight all quotes, remember and aspire to
the goals you set for this journal assignment, and follow all directions listed below. It’s the expectation that you
complete at least one journal question per day and refer to the Proofreading Expectations as you go.

Visualizing Details:
1)

Draw a picture of Miss Havisham (taking up a full page). Include as many details as possible
from Pip’s numerous descriptions. Carefully label and accurately color your illustration
for extra points.

Personal Reflections: Answer each in at least four complete sentences. These are about you, not the novel.
2)

Whose expectations of you affect your expectations for yourself?

3)

Re-read the last paragraph of Ch. 9 before answering this question. Discuss a day that marked great changes in your life.

From the Novel: Respond to each question with neat, organized lists or charts.
4)

Provide two quotes from Ch. 2 or 3 showing Pip’s terror.

5)

Provide two quotes that display the various characteristics of Joe (not necessarily said by Joe).

6)

Provide two quotes in Ch. 3 that are meant to make the reader pity Pip’s convict.

7)

Name (in your own words, not quotes) two of the things Pip is accused of at Christmas dinner.

8)

List (in your own word, not quotes) two details that Pip finds unusual about Satis House.

9)

List (in your own words) two specific things about himself that Pip is ashamed of after meeting Estella.

Deeper Analysis: Copy down and underline the underlined portion of each question.
Answer in complete sentences.
10)

Summarize (in your own words) the content of the convicts’ verbal argument during their violent fight from Ch. 5.

11)

In. Ch. 7, why does Pip form a “new admiration” for Joe and begin to look up to him?

12)

In Ch. 9, Joe gives Pip some comforting advice about being “common.” Put it in your own words.

13)

What does Miss Havisham say about her “heart” when she first meets Pip? Analyze the significance of this.

14)

Copy down a quote you recorded on your theme log; analyze its significance to the first ten chapters of the novel.

Literature Terms: Copy down and underline the underlined portion of each question. Answer in

complete sentences unless otherwise instructed to simply provide a quote. Remember to highlight all
quotes. Refer to your Literature Terms before diving in.
15)

Provide a quote from Ch. 1 that demonstrates Dickens’ vivid use of imagery. Explain the effect

that the imagery has on the passage the quote is from.
16)

Which types of conflict (from the Lit. Terms) are shown in Ch. 1? Explain each.
17)

Quote the allusion that Pip makes about Joe early in Ch. 2. Explain the reference.

18)

Provide an example (a quote from the novel) of a simile from Ch. 4. Explain the meaning.

